
DYNAMIC Therapy for 
Personality

• How is it done?
• Does it work?



Goals of Dynamic therapy (there 
are many forms of therapy other 
than Dynamic therapy)

• Catharsis
• Making the unconscious conscious
• "Working through"
• Transference
• Problems with counter-transference



Effectiveness of Dynamic 
(and other) Therapy



Jerome Frank (1910-2005)
book:
• Persuasion and Healing (1961) "A 

comparative study of the various schools 
of modern psychotherapy, as well as 
healing in primitive society, religious 
revivalism, and Communist thought 
reform.“



Crucial ingredients of all therapies 
(per Jerome Frank):

– An emotionally charged, confiding 
relationship

– A healing setting
– A rationale or myth that explains the patient’s 

symptoms and the prescribed ritual for 
resolving the symptoms

– A ritual or procedure requiring the joint 
participation of patient and therapist, mutually 
believed to be a means of restoring the 
patient’s health.



Hans Eysenck 1952 review
– Method

• 12 or so studies, none using random 
assignment

– Results
• 72% improvement in those not receiving 

therapy
• 64% improvement in those receiving therapy

– Discussion
• Implications for therapy?



Sloane, Staples, Cristol, 
Yorkston, & Whipple (1975)

• Clients (with "problems in everyday living) were 
assigned randomly to either:

• behavior therapy (broadly defined),
• or
• psychotherapy (again broadly defined, but 

basically Dynamic therapy),
– or

• a control (waiting list) condition.



more

• average duration of therapies
– 14 sessions over 4 months

• All therapists were highly experienced in 
one type of therapy, and only offered that 
type of therapy
– Versus what’s the norm in outcome research



Results:

• both therapies equally effective, compared 
to control condition



Smith, Miller & Glass (1979):  
Benefits of Psychotherapy

– Meta-analysis
• (or mess-of-analysis?)

– When and why one uses it
• the alternatives to meta-analysis
• how do people do it intuitively?



effects of therapy as:
• Improvement after therapy that is over and above 

"natural" improvement during same time,
• with the variability of the effectiveness of therapy 

and the error of measurement taken into 
consideration

• i.e.,
{ [post(therapy)-pre(therapy)]
- [post(control)-pre(control)] }
/ standard deviation of control group

• Multiple measures yielded multiple effect sizes



Study inclusion requirements

• random assignment to two or more 
conditions

• means and standard deviations/variance. 
available in article or from researchers

• other information (listed in Smith & Glass, 
1977)

• yield:  375 studies, with 833 effect sizes



effect sizes:
• difference in the effectiveness of different 

psychotherapies: .19
• coronary bypass surgery vs. drug treatment:

– reduction of anginal pain: .80
– reduction of mortality: .15

• drug treatment of drug abusers: .69.
• drug treatment of alcoholics: .77
• cigarette smoking ->  lung cancer: .60
• TV violence -> antisocial behavior (children): .30
• effectiveness of psychotherapy: .85



Other findings:
• Therapy effect sizes are distributed 

normally
• Therapy effects are probabilistic
• Therapy is twice as effective as placebo 

therapy
• Therapies generally differ little in 

effectiveness
• Therapy effects often do not last  in long-

term follow-up



Qualifications of findings:
• Multiple effects from one study may exaggerate
• Use of student therapists in most outcome 

studies may actually underestimate the effect 
size of therapy

– (but, paraprofessionals are typically as effective as 
professionals [if not more so], so this may not be a 
particular problem)

• Can one do a really good placebo therapy?
– Most therapies were not designed with explicit relapse 

prevention strategies.
– Replications of this meta-analysis have reached the 

same conclusions.


